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For more than 115 years Meredith Corporation has been a cornerstone of American
service journalism.
The leader in creating and distributing
content across platforms in key consumer
interest areas such as food, home, parenting and health, Meredith is best known
through its wide array of well-known
print and digital brands including Better
Homes and Gardens, Parents, SHAPE and
Allrecipes.
Meredith also focuses on robust brand
licensing activities, including more than
3,000 SKUs of branded products at 4,000
Walmart stores across the U.S.; and Meredith Xcelerated Marketing, an award-winning, strategic and creative agency that
provides fully integrated marketing solutions for many of the world’s top brands.
Along with its content and licensing businesses, Meredith owns or operates 17 television stations reaching 11 percent of U.S.
households. Meredith’s portfolio is concentrated in large, fast-growing markets,
with seven stations in the nation’s Top
25 – including Atlanta, Phoenix, St. Louis
and Portland – and 13 in Top 50 markets.
Meredith’s stations produce approximately
700 hours of local news and entertainment
content each week.
Through all their successful ventures,
today, Meredith reaches more than 100
million women every month.

Meredith Financial Reporting

Meredith had first reached out to eCapital
in 2012 when the financial team wanted
some assistance with an outdated version
of Hyperion software. After a number of

years in service, the legacy system had
become increasingly unstable resulting
in system slowdowns that had begun to
impact productivity.
On further investigation they concluded that there was functionality that was
not working properly following failed
enhancements, since implementation, from
another vendor. The result was an increasingly cumbersome monthly close process.
eCapital Advisors was engaged to help
identify their options and develop and
implement a path forward. Partnering with
the Meredith team, eCapital quickly began
working to develop a transition plan that
included migrating them to a new server
and upgrading them to a fully supported
version of enterprise Oracle Hyperion
Planning and Reporting while also addressing the broken functionality.
Despite a tight timeline that required the
transition being completed before annual budgeting, the project was a success,
resulting in a more solid platform for
future phases and establishing eCapital as
a trusted partner to help as they continued
forward.
After a few years of successfully using
the system, in the spring of 2015 Meredith
asked eCapital back to help with a new
challenge. There was a need to transition
responsibility for the Hyperion system
to a new Meredith system administrator.
They had identified an internal candidate
who had IT experience but no exposure
the Hyperion system. eCapital was asked
to step in and act as a temporary system
administrator and provide support for the
transition.

“

D

Beginning with our first
project in 2012, we were
not only looking for a solution to our challenges but a
partner that could support
our evolving environment.
Now, years later, it’s a
comfort knowing that no
matter what arises we can
count on eCapital to help.
That combined with our
enhanced environment
means we no longer simply
focus on keeping the system functioning, but rather
on challenging ourselves to
find what more we can do
strategically.

”

Karen Johnson
Director of Financial Reporting
Meredith Corporation

SOLUTION FOCUSED
To ensure success eCapital worked with the
outgoing team member to capture and document the various processes they followed
and then begin to train the new resource in

how to use the system and further streamline the month-end closing process. eCapital
and the new system admin worked sideby-side for several weeks to make sure the
transition was smoothly handled and that
the internal Meredith team had the skills

“ ...I have full confidence

			in knowing the

		eCapital team will

always

”

			be there to help me.
Julie L. Jamison
Hyperion Database Administrator
Meredith Corporation

they needed to move forward successfully.
The transition was further supported by
eCapital University training and on call support as needed.
A leap to the Cloud
Shortly following the shift to the new
system administrator, Meredith kicked off
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a new initiative to transition their Hyperion tool
set to a cloud-based platform.

As Meredith embarked on the rollover they
placed a high value on eCapital’s deep
knowledge of both the systems and the
processes related to transitioning to the cloud.
eCapital took the lead in managing the details
and ensuring nothing was missed. Through
the combination of coordinated planning,
PBCS’ advanced and intuitive new user interface, and comprehensive training on the new
functionality, Meredith was able to get up and
running with the new environment and leverage all the new features very quickly.

The change was precipitated by two key factors.
Meredith leadership had decided to make a
global change to the version of the Microsoft Office suite that all employees would be
using. Not all versions of either Excel or the
updated Internet Explorer were working well
with the on premises version of Hyperion.
They had tried to bridge the incompatibilities using a Citrix server but the added steps
were creating
significant
user frustration
as they tried
to use various versions
of Excel to
complete their
tasks. Because
of the level of
comfort they
had in eCapital
and their familiarity with
the Meredith
systems it
was natural to
reach out to them for help to figure out a long
range path that would alleviate this new round
of challenges.

Meredith again utilized eCapital’s comprehensive and customizable training program,
eCapital University. The training included
a combination of classroom and hands-on
exercises including learning to write PBCS
calculations. The Meredith team had all the

With eCapital input, Meredith decided that
upgrading to a more robust SaaS-based Oracle
solution offered a number of benefits including
improved compatibility with current and future
versions of Excel and various web browsers,
access to an array of new features, and comprehensive system support that would give them the
benefits of new functionality as it was delivered
without needing to continually enlist Meredith’s
internal IT organization. Meredith engaged
eCapital to lead their transition to the Hyperion
Planning and Budgeting Cloud Service (PBCS)
solution in the spring of 2016.

skills in-house to be successful with the new
system at roll-out.

The timing worked particularly well as eCapital was engaged to work on another Hyperion
project for Meredith’s National Media Group.
The synergy of the two project teams working
concurrently meant there were opportunities for
greater collaboration as they transitioned to the
cloud.

Meredith Financial Reporting quickly recognized all the benefits of PBCS including
best-in-class functionality, a fast and flexible
deployment, scheduled upgrades and a systematic process for sun setting older functionality. Best of all, the user frustrations have
been mimimized.
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Meredith National Media Group

tool they had been using for their planning process, eCapital and Oracle PBCS were identified
as potential replacement options.

In the spring of 2016, Meredith’s Print
Production team embarked on a significant
project with eCapital that expanded on the
benefits and various improvements captured
in the projects eCapital had done with Meredith’s Financial Planning organization.
Ever since Meredith’s initial success with the
first implementation of Hyperion Planning,
Meredith’s user base had come to recognize
its value and had become increasingly reliant
on the operational insights derived from Hyperion derived data.
Among those users were members of Meredith’s Print Production organization. With
over 20 subscriber based magazine titles and
over 100 newstand titles in their portfolio

Thanks to the parallel project with Meredith’s Financial Planning organization,
eCapital was a recognized resource within
Meredith for these types of projects. In
addition there was recognition that the
Oracle Planning and Budgeting Cloud

technical depth

to deliver a solution that would
This forecasting is done by Production
accurately compute the complex
Managers who do not have a high
formulas
we needed and then backed
level of understanding as it relates to
that up with excellent documentation,
accounting principles or traditional
cost forecasting. Their primary role
personalized support and
is an operational manager interacting
real-world training to ensure we would
with editorial staffs, ad sales teams,
be successful utilizing the system
and printers
on our own.”
in the actual

Magazine production
is a highly complex
process, requiring
considerable planning
and insight to get right.
Costs are derived from
printer contracts, paper
procurement, and the
USPS. Planning inputs
are used to drive multiple calculations which
estimate overall cost.

When it came time for the magazine production team to retire a planning and budgeting

time and magazines was a requirement.

The forecasting functionality they needed to
replace was the department’s primary method
for predicting the print, paper, and distribution
costs associated with the monthly magazine
production within a targeted accuracy
of +/-1%. Annually, these costs exceed
“eCapital had the
$250,000,000.

production of
the magazine.

including juggernauts Better Homes and
Garden’s, Shape and AllRecipe’s, Meredith’s
Print Production team has the large task of
working with their publishers to schedule the
printing of over 30,000,000 magazines each
month and distributing them to their subscribers and retail outlets.
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These cost calculations
drive production and
business decisions
affecting magazine
page size and potential
advertiser business.
Inaccurate inputs or
calculations could
adversely affect those
decisions potentially costing Meredith tens (if
not hundreds) of thousands of dollars on any
given magazine issue.
Besides simply replacing outdated technology,
Meredith was also looking for performance
improvements.
Significantly reducing the amount of time it
took to change production inputs and the ability to better consolidate/aggregate data across
ECAPITALADVISORS.COM

Alan Rodruck
Senior Supply Chain Manager
Meredith Corporation

Service leveraged the power and versatility
of the Hyperion Planning analytics model
in a service that mapped well to Meredith’s
overall planning architecture and long-term
platform strategy.
Following an evaluation, Meredith’s Print
Planning group concluded that Oracle’s
cloud services was the best fit to meet the
calculation and aggregations needs for the
operational model. These improvements
helped to greatly reduce time Production
Managers needs to spend entering data
in the system and instead could focus on
producing efficient magazines error free.
Simultaneously eCapital was selected to
develop and implement a new Operational
Planning Model using Oracle’s PBCS.
The first step focused on eCapital and
Meredith working together to develop a
new Operational Planning Model for use by
the production group. Meredith provided
insights related to the current process and
worked with eCapital to identify opportunities to get the data they needed via enhanced
reporting designed to facilitate the best
decisioning.
The project progressed with a focus on
finding and defining user-friendly processes
for capturing the planning inputs while also
mapping to Meredith’s existing business
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processes. Meredith system administrators
worked alongside eCapital during the build
to ensure the transparent implementation of
functionality.
Results in a few months
Within 3 months the new system was live.
During the final stages of development the
Meredith team participated in an array of
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Future phases include loading the actual results into the system allowing for a process
that gets smarter over time.
How can eCapital Advisors help you?
eCapital Advisors is one of the nation’s largest performance management and business
analytics firms. Since 2001, eCapital has
enabled clients including Children’s Hospi-

“
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Our new system offers a
more comprehensive and
granular view to our data
in real-time allowing us to
make more informed
decisions that positively
impact our company.
The eCapital team
immersed themselves in
our business to better
understand the project’s
requirements and then put
forth a customized
solution that was designed
to get the Print
Production team up and
running quickly.
eCapital exceeded all of
my expectations and
delivered our project on
time and under budget.

training including eCapital University designed to enable them to immediately get the
value out of the new system.
Starting the first day after implementation
they were able to see improved system
performance, and simplified end user and
administration processes. Within weeks
they used the new system for their mid-year
estimating cycle. The alignment between
Meredith’s business processes and the flow
of data input in the system and the reporting
was very helpful for the new users.

tals, Ecolab, General Mills, Hormel Foods,
Lifetime Fitness and hundreds of others to
make better business decisions through their
high level software solutions and services.
Contact us today to discuss how we can
help you.
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”

Chad Schumacher
Executive Director of Production
Meredith Corporation

